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A-dec Lever Foot Control
Instructions for Use

Specifications and Warranty
Warranty information is provided in the Regulatory Information, 
Specifications, and Warranty document (p/n 86.0221.00), which is available in 
the Document Library at www.a-dec.com.

Overview
The foot control regulates drive air to the active 
handpiece and it provides an air signal that activates 
air coolant and water coolant flow. 

The accessory/chip blower switch activates an 
accessory function or the chip blower. The chip blower 
sends a jet of air through the handpiece without 
activating the handpiece bur. The accessory function 
depends on your integrated accessory device. For 
more details, contact your authorized A-dec dealer.

Accessory/ 
Chip Blower Switch

Speed + 
(dry)

Speed + 
(wet)

NOTE  The lever foot control function can be reversed by a 
technician (change left direction to dry, right direction to wet). 
For more details, contact your authorized A-dec dealer.

Handpiece Activation and Operation

To activate a handpiece, lift it from the holder or pull the whip forward. 
Use the foot control to perform the desired handpiece operation.

Operation Procedure

Run a handpiece with water 
coolant.

Run a handpiece without water 
coolant.

Run the optional accessory or chip 
blower.

Operate the intraoral camera.

Move the lever to the left. Move 
farther to increase speed.

Move the lever to the right. Move 
farther to increase speed.

Press the accessory/chip blower 
switch.

Move the lever to the left or right to 
capture an image.

NOTE  For handpiece adjustment information, refer to the 
instructions for use that came with your delivery system.
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